TIME NOT
MONEY
OUR ABUNDANT SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
MADE VISIBLE

www.kolanutcollab.org

WHAT IS THE KOLA NUT
COLLABORATIVE?

The Kola Nut Collaborative (KNC) is a mutual support
network of people engaged in reciprocal exchange of
services, skills, and goods through a timebank where the
currency is an hour of time for everyone.
Through membership in the Kola Nut Collaborative
people: create and strengthen community bonds, create
economic freedom by providing an alternative means to
get needs and desires met, and encourage creativity in
redefining self-sufficiency, interdependence and
valuation of time.
The Kola Nut Collaborative introduces a paradigm where
members reflect on the available resources in their lives
moving from a perception of scarcity and lack to
abundance and wholeness.

WHAT IS A TIMEBANK?

Timebanking is a way to formalize the exchange of skills
and favors while building circles of trust and reciprocity.
For every hour you spend doing a favor for someone in
the time bank, you earn one time credit, which can then
be spent receiving a favor from someone else
participating in the timebank. Everyone’s time is valued
equally, meaning those whose time is undervalued by the
monetary economy (childcare workers, for example) do
proportionally better. Examples of exchanges include
language lessons, car rides, moving assistance, massage,
gardening, web design and music lessons. Time credits
may be tracked in an online database, a notebook, or a
paper scrip.

WHY TRADE TIME?
As a community
c u r re n c y d e s i g n
project, the Kola
Nut Collaborative
seeks to restore the
social commons
using timebanking
as a means for
c o m m u n i t y
residents to
exchange their
skills and services
using units of time
as a bankable,
tradeable currency.
In the tradition of the earliest appearance of credit as an extension of
one’s reputation for reciprocity within a social group, the Kola Nut
Collaborative seeks to design a social currency which holds both
value and values as a means to measure participation in the social life
of a community rather than placing a greater value on work
performed outside of that community.
Central questions which have guided the Collaborative in engaging
members of the timebank include: “How much work is excluded from
any valuation by the money economy?” and “How do we deploy a
complementary community currency which emphasizes the
importance of that work?” All of these efforts are designed to plant
the seed of social economy within Chicago communities with the
hope that it becomes a catalyst for a greater exploration of local
currencies which increase the velocity of exchange in communities
that are overlooked or ill served by the existing money economy.

